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Abstract
Let p be a prime and b(x) be an irreducible polynomial of degree k over Fp. Let
d ≥ 1 be an integer. Consider the following question: Is b(xd) irreducible? We derive
necessary conditions for b(xd) to be irreducible. Further, when the necessary conditions
are satisfied, we obtain the probability for b(xd) to be irreducible.
1 Introduction
Irreducible polynomials over finite fields are of practical interest in areas such as coding
theory and cryptography. Suppose b(x) is an irreducible polynomial over Fp where p is a
prime and d ≥ 1 is a positive integer. We investigate the question of when b(xd) is irreducible
over Fp. This simple question turns out to have a surprisingly interesting answer which is
provided in the rest of the paper.
One possible practical interest in the question arises from the need of obtaining sparse
irreducible polynomials. The ability to move from an irreducible b(x) to an irreducible b(xd)
allows a simple way to obtain irreducible polynomials of progressively higher degrees. The
question may be further investigated in contexts where it is directly relevant.
2 Conditions for Irreducibility
We are interested in the polynomial b(xd). If d is a multiple of the characteristic of the
field, then clearly b(xd) is reducible. We, however, do not need to consider this condi-
tion separately. Later, we will show that one of the conditions that we derive imply this
condition.
The following result relates the irreducibility of a polynomial to the structure of its
roots.
Proposition 2.1. A polynomial g(x) of degree t is irreducible over the field Fq if and only
if its t distinct roots are β, βq, . . . , βq
t−1
for some non-zero β ∈ Fqt.
Proof. If g(x) is irreducible, then this is a known result. (See for example [3].) The other
side is also quite simple. So, suppose the t distinct roots of g(x) in Fqt are β, β
q, . . . , βq
t−1
for some β ∈ Fqt with β
qt = β. Let if possible, a(x) be an irreducible factor of g(x) over
Fq with deg(a) = s < t. Then the s distinct roots of a(x) in Fqs are γ, γ
q, . . . , γq
s−1
for
some γ ∈ Fqs with γ
qs = γ. Since a(x) is a factor of g(x), we must have γ = βq
i
for some
1
0 ≤ i < t. Then the relation γq
s
= γ leads to βq
s+i
= βq
i
which shows that s+ i ≡ i mod t
implying that t|s. Since s < t this is not possible leading to a contradiction. So, g(x) cannot
have any irreducible factor a(x) of degree less than t.
For b(xd) to be irreducible, it is clearly necessary that b(x) itself must be irreducible.
We next characterise the condition under which b(xd) is also irreducible.
Proposition 2.2. Let Fq be a field and suppose b(x) is a polynomial of degree m which is
irreducible over Fq. Let α be a root of b(x) in Fqm. Then b(x
d) is irreducible over Fq if and
only if xd − α is irreducible over Fqm.
Proof. We will require the basic result that a polynomial g(x) of degree t is irreducible over
Fq if and only if its t distinct roots are β, β
q, . . . , βq
t−1
for some non-zero β ∈ Fqt.
The m roots of b(x) in Fqm are α,α
q , . . . , αq
m−1
. So over Fqm,
b(x) = (x− α)× (x− αq)× . . .× (x− αq
m−1
);
b(xd) = (xd − α)× (xd − αq)× . . .× (xd − αq
m−1
).
Now suppose that (xd − α) is irreducible over Fqm . Let β ∈ Fqmd be a root of (x
d − α)
and hence β, βq
m
, . . . , βq
(d−1)m
are all the d distinct roots of (xd−α) in Fqmd and β
qmd = β.
Note that if γ is a root of (xd − α) ∈ Fqm[x], then γ
qi is a root of (xd − αq
i
). Hence the
elements of the multiset
S = {βq
(jm+i)
where 0 ≤ i ≤ m− 1 and 0 ≤ j ≤ d− 1}
= {βq
k
where 0 ≤ k ≤ md− 1}
are all roots of b(xd). The elements of S are distinct, since for 0 ≤ k1 < k2 < md, β
qk1 = βq
k2
implies that k1 ≡ k2 mod md which is not possible for the given range of k1 and k2. Thus,
b(xd) ∈ Fq[x], with degree md, has md distinct roots in Fqmd given by the elements of S.
Using Proposition 2.1, b(xd) is irreducible over Fq[x].
Conversely, suppose that (xd − α) is reducible in Fqm [x] and let τ(x) be a nontrivial
irreducible factor of degree d1 < d. The splitting field of τ(x) is Fqmd1 . Let δ ∈ Fqmd1 be a
root of τ(x). All the distinct roots of τ(x) are δ, δq
m
, . . . , δq
md1−1 . They are also the roots of
(xd−α). Using the arguments similar to the proof of first part of the theorem, the elements
of the set
S1 = {δ
q(jm+i) where 0 ≤ i ≤ m− 1 and 0 ≤ j ≤ d1 − 1}
= {δq
k
where 0 ≤ k ≤ md1 − 1}
are the distinct roots of b(xd) in Fqmd1 . Let
π(x) =
md1−1∏
k=0
(x− δq
k
).
The coefficient of π(x) are the symmetric functions of δ, δq
m
, . . . , δq
md1−1 in Fqmd1 and δ
md1 =
δ. So, the operation of raising to the power q leaves the set {δ, δq
m
, . . . , δq
md1−1} and hence
the symmetric functions invariant. So these symmetric function are in Fq. This implies that
π(x) ∈ Fq[x]. Since md1 < md, π(x) is a proper factor of b(x
d) and so b(xd) is reducible.
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Proposition 2.2 reduces the problem of determining irreducibility of the polynomial b(xd)
to that of determining the irreducibility of xd − α for some root α of b(x). The following
result characterises the condition under which xd − α will be irreducible [4, 2, 1].
Proposition 2.3 (Vahlen-Capelli criterion). Let F be an arbitrary field. Let d be a positive
integer and α ∈ F . Then xd − α is reducible in F [x] if and only if one of the following two
conditions hold.
1. There is a β ∈ F such that α = βd
′
for some prime divisor d′ of d; or,
2. there is a γ in F ⋆ such that −4α = γ4 whenever 4|d.
The following simple condition for reducibility can be proved without using the Vahlen-
Capelli criterion.
Proposition 2.4. Let Fqk be a finite field and d ≥ 1 be an integer such that there is a
prime divisor d′ of d for which gcd(qk − 1, d′) = 1. Then for every α ∈ F⋆
qk
the polynomial
xd − α is reducible over Fqk .
Proof. Let β be a generator of F⋆
qk
. Since d′ is co-prime to qk − 1, it follows that βd
′
is also
a generator of F⋆
qk
. So, there is an i such that α = (βd
′
)i. Then we have α = γd
′
where
γ = βi. In this case, the polynomial (xd/d
′
− γ) is a factor of xd − α.
Let the characteristic of Fqk be p. If p|d, then taking d
′ = p, we have gcd(p, qk − 1) = 1
and so xd − α is reducible for every α ∈ F⋆
qk
. In particular, b(xd) is reducible. This, of
course, can be seen directly since b(xd) = (b(xℓ))p where d = pℓ.
We next prove a result on reducibility which follows from the Vahlen-Capelli criterion.
Proposition 2.5. Let p be a prime congruent to 3 modulo 4, d be a positive integer such
that 4 divides d and k be an odd positive integer. Then for every α ∈ Fpk, the polynomial
xd − α is reducible over Fpk .
Proof. Let F = Fpk and β be a generator of F
⋆. Let q = pk. Since 4|d, from the Vahlen-
Capelli criterion, xd − α is reducible if either α = γd
′
for some divisor d′ of d and some
element γ of F ; or, −4α = δ4 for some δ ∈ F ⋆. We show that for odd k, either α = γ2
(taking d′ = 2) or, −4α = δ4. This is achieved by showing that for odd k, if α is a quadratic
non-residue in F ⋆, then −4α = δ4.
So, assume that α is quadratic non-residue in F ⋆, i.e., α = βt1 , where t1 is odd and less
than q − 1.
An element βi is in Fp if and only if β
ip = βi, i.e., if and only if, (pk − 1)|i(p − 1). Let
M = (pk − 1)/(p − 1). Then βi is in Fp if and only if i is a multiple of M . Also, since k is
odd, M = (1 + p+ p2 + · · ·+ pk−1) is odd.
Since −4 ∈ Fp, we can write −4 = β
Mj for some j in {0, . . . , p − 1}. Note that 4 is a
quadratic residue in Fp and since p ≡ 3 mod 4, −1 is a quadratic non-residue in Fp. So,
−4 is a quadratic non-residue in Fp. Since M is odd and −4 is a quadratic non-residue,
we have that the j in −4 = βMj must also necessarily be odd. So we can write −4 = βt2 ,
where t2 is odd and is less than q − 1. Now we have,
−4α = β(t1+t2) mod (q−1)
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Since t1 and t2 are odd, t1 + t2 is congruent to either 0 or 2 modulo 4. We also have
t1 + t2 < 2(q − 1).
Case 1: Suppose that t1+ t2 is congruent to 0 modulo 4. Then t1+ t2 = 4t where t < q−1.
Thus, −4α = β4t = δ4 where δ = βt.
Case 2: Suppose t1 + t2 is equal to 2 modulo 4. Since p ≡ 3 mod 4 and k is odd, q − 1 ≡
2 mod 4 and so t1+ t2+q−1 is equal to 0 modulo 4. Then we can write, t1+ t2+q−1 = 4t
′
where t′ < q − 1. Again, we can write −4α = δ4 where δ = βt
′
.
The above conditions are sufficient to ensure reducibility of xd − α and so if xd − α
is irreducible, then the negation of the stated conditions must hold. We next prove the
sufficiency of these conditions.
Proposition 2.6. Let p be a prime, d, k ≥ 1 be integers. Consider the following condition.
Every prime divisor d′ of d divides pk − 1;
and
either (4 does not divide d);
or, (4|d and (p ≡ 1 mod 4 or, k is even)).


(∗)
Let F⋆
pk
= 〈β〉. For prime d′ dividing d, define
Sd′ = {β
d′j : j = 1, . . . , (pk − 1)/d′}
and set
S =
⋃
prime d′|d
Sd′ .
If (∗) holds, then for every α in F⋆
pk
\ S, xd − α is irreducible.
Consquently, under condition (∗), for a randomly chosen α from Fpk, the probability
that xd − α is irreducible is at least
1−
∑
prime d′|d
1
d
.
Proof. The argument is based on the Vahlen-Capelli criterion.
Consider the condition (p ≡ 1 mod 4 or, k is even). Under this condition, −4 is a
quadratic residue in Fpk . This is seen as follows. If p ≡ 1 mod 4, then −1 is a quadratic
residue in Fp; also, 4 is a QR and so −4 is a QR in Fp and hence a QR in Fpk . If k is even,
then M = (pk−1)/(p−1) = 1+p+ · · ·+pk−1 is even; −4 = βMj for some j ∈ {0, . . . , p−1}
and so −4 is a QR in Fpk .
So, under the condition (p ≡ 1 mod 4 or, k is even), if α is a QNR in Fpk , then −4α is
also a QNR in Fpk . Consequently, −4α cannot have a fourth root in Fpk .
Suppose that 4|d and (p ≡ 1 mod 4 or, k is even). If α is a QNR in Fpk , then −4α
does not have a fourth root in Fpk . So, under the condition 4|d and (p ≡ 1 mod 4 or, k is
even), to show that xd − α is irreducible, it is enough to consider only the first condition
of the Vahlen-Capelli criterion. On the other hand, if 4 does not divide d, then the second
condition of the Vahlen-Capelli criterion does not apply. As a result, under condition (∗),
it is sufficient to consider the first condition of the Vahlen-Capelli criterion.
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Suppose that every prime divisor d′ of d divides pk − 1 and let α ∈ F⋆
pk
\ S. Then α
does not have a d′-th root in Fpk for any prime divisor d
′ of d. To see this, suppose that
if possible, α has a d1-th root γ for some prime divisor d1 of d. By the given condition,
d1|p
k − 1. Since α is in F⋆
pk
\ S, we can write α = βi where i is not divisible by any prime
divisor d′ of d. By assumption, α has a d1-th root and so we can write α = γ
d1 = βjd1
where γ = βj for some j ∈ {0, . . . , pk − 2}. Then βi = βjd1 and so i ≡ jd1 mod (p
k − 1).
Since d1|p
k − 1, it follows that d1 must also divide i which contradicts the assumption that
i is not a multiple of any prime divisor of d.
By the above argument, it follows that under condition (∗), xd − α is irreducible for
every α ∈ F⋆
pk
\ S. This proves the first part of the result.
The cardinality of Sd′ is clearly (p
k−1)/d′ and so the probability that a random α from
Fpk is in Sd′ is 1/d
′. The exact probability that under condition (∗), xd − α is irreducible
for a random α is 1 − #S/(pk − 1). The expression for #S is obtained using inclusion-
exclusion and the stated lower bound is obtained by simply applying the union rule for
probabilities.
The irreducibility of xd − α for prime d is stated in the following result.
Proposition 2.7. Let p be a prime, k ≥ 1 be an integer, d is a prime such that d divides
pk − 1. Let α be a random element of Fpk . Then the probability that x
d − α is irreducible
over Fpk is 1− 1/d.
Proof. Since d is prime its only prime divisor is d itself and by the given condition d divides
pk − 1. Also, 4 does not divide d. Hence, by Proposition 2.6, the probability that xd − α is
irreducible is 1− 1/d.
The special case of d = 2 is of interest.
Proposition 2.8. Let p be a prime and k ≥ 1 be an integer. Let α be a random element
of Fpk. Then the probability that x
2 − α is irreducible over Fpk is 1/2.
Proof. Here d = 2 and its only prime divisor is 2 itself. Since p is odd, pk − 1 is even and
so 2 divides pk − 1. Also, 4 does not divide d. Hence, by Proposition 2.6, the probability
that xd − α is irreducible is 1/2.
Further applying Proposition 2.6, we can deduce the following facts.
1. Suppose d = 4, p is an odd prime and (either p ≡ 1 mod 4 or k is even). Then for a
random element α of Fpk , the polynomial x
d − α is irreducible with probability 1/2.
2. Suppose d = 6 and p is an odd prime such that 3 divides pk − 1. Then for a random
element α of Fpk , the polynomial x
d − α is irreducible with probability at least 1/6.
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